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Abstract. Structural Operational Semantics (SOS) provides a general
format to describe a model as a transition system with very powerful synchronization mechanisms. Actor systems are distributed, asynchronously
communicating units of computation with encapsulated state, with much
weaker means of synchronizing between actors. In this paper, we discuss
an implementation of a SOS model using actors in the object-oriented
actor language ABS and how to argue that global properties about the
model are inherited from the SOS level to the actor implementation.
The work stems from a case study modelling the memory system of a
cache-coherent multicore architecture.

1

Introduction

Structural operational semantics (SOS) [1], introduced by Plotkin in 1981,
describes system behavior as transition relations in a syntax-oriented, compositional way, using inference rules to capture local transitions and how these compose into transitions at the global level. Process synchronization in SOS rules is
expressed abstractly using, e.g., assertions over system states and reachability
conditions over transition relations as premises, and label synchronization for
parallel transitions. This high level abstraction greatly simpliﬁes the veriﬁcation
of system properties. In particular, reasoning about SOS semantics has been
used to prove meta-properties for all instances of a model such as type preservation properties for the execution of programs in a programming language (e.g.,
[2]). In contrast, a direct implementation of an SOS model for the simulation
of system behavior is less common, as execution quickly becomes a reachability
problem with a lot of backtracking. Often, the implementation of an SOS model
can be quite far from the transition rules of the model itself, and, as a result,
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we do not always know if the properties laboriously proven for the SOS model
indeed also hold of its implementation.
We are interested in decentralized implementations of SOS models, to obtain
eﬃcient yet faithful realizations of these models, without unnecessary global
synchronization and backtracking yet preserving the safety properties of the SOS
model. For our implementations, we work with active object languages [3], which
combine the scalable, asynchronous nature of actor languages with the code
structuring mechanisms of object orientation. In particular, we target ABS [4]
because it supports cooperative scheduling, which allows a simple yet expressive
form of synchronization, and because it has a formally defined semantics, which
allows us to study the preservation of safety properties in a formal setting.
This paper is an extended abstract of an invited talk given at FOCLASA
2019. Further details of the ideas discussed in this paper may be found in [5,6]
and the source of the original SOS model which triggered our interest in this
line of investigation may be found in [7].

2
2.1

Background
SOS

Structural operational semantics (SOS) [1] deﬁne the meaning of programs
by (labelled) transition systems and simple operations on data. Programs are
deﬁned syntactically by a grammar and execute in a (local) context. Let us
assume that these contexts resemble objects, such that programs (or sequences
of actions) execute on a local state and exchange messages or synchronize with
each other in the transition rules. If P and Q are such programs in local contexts, let P ||Q denote the conﬁguration which consists of P and Q executing in
parallel. The transition rules then have formats such as
(Local)

(AsyncSend)

(AsyncReceive)

condition on P

condition on P

condition on P and Q

P → P

P → P  ||Q

P ||Q → P 

(Handshake)

condition on P and Q




P ||Q → P ||Q

(Context)


P →P



P ||Q → P ||Q

l

(labelsync)
l̄


P −
→P

Q−
→ Q

P ||Q → P  ||Q

Compared to decentralized systems such as actors, the premises of the rules
AsyncReceive and Handshake contain applicability conditions on both P and
Q and LabelSync introduces synchronization over events l (where ¯l denotes the
dual of l). These forms of synchronization are diﬃcult to express in the asynchronous setting. Conditions further include reachability expressions, captured
here by transitions in the premises of the rules Context and LabelSync.
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ABS

ABS is a modelling language for designing, verifying, and executing concurrent
software [4]. The language combines the syntax and object-oriented style of Java
with the Actor model of concurrency [8] into active objects which decouple
communication and synchronization using asynchronous method calls, futures
and cooperative scheduling [3]. Although only one thread of control can execute
in an active object at any time, cooperative scheduling allows diﬀerent threads
to interleave at explicitly declared points in the code. Access to an object’s
ﬁelds is encapsulated, thus, any non-local (outside of the object) read or write
to ﬁelds must happen explicitly via asynchronous method calls so as to mitigate
race-conditions or the need for mutual exclusion (locks).
We explain the basic mechanism of asynchronous method
calls and cooperative scheduling in ABS by the simple code
example of a class Lock. First,
the execution of a statement Fig. 1. Lock implementation in ABS using await
res = await o!m(args) consists on Booleans.
of storing a message m(args) corresponding to the asynchronous call to the
message pool of the callee object o. This await statement releases the control
of the caller until the return value of that method has been received. Releasing the control means that the caller can execute other messages from its own
message pool in the meantime. ABS supports the shorthand o.m(args) to make
an asynchronous call f=o!m(args) followed by the operation f.get which blocks
the caller object (does not release control) until the future f has received the
return value from the call. As a special case the statement this.m(args) models a self-call, which corresponds to a standard subroutine call and avoids this
blocking mechanism. The code in Fig. 1 illustrates the use of the await statement
on a Boolean condition to model a binary semaphore, which can be used to
enforce exclusive access to a communication medium such as a channel. Thus,
the statement await channel!take_lock() will suspend the calling method invocation (and release control in the caller object) and can ﬁrst resume when the
generated invocation of the method take_lock returns, which can only happen
when the local condition unlocked (of the channel) has become true.

3

Example of a
SOS Synchronization
Pattern

We illustrate the problem of implementing SOS rules by considering multiparty label synchronization,
inspired by the multicore memory
model of Bijo et al. [7], where bus

Fig. 2. Multiparty synchronization in SOS.
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Fig. 3. Label synchronization in SOS vs barrier synchronization in ABS. In the SOS
model (a), circles represent synchronized entities and shaded arrows labelled transitions. Note that the synchronization channel is implicit in the SOS model, as synchronization is captured by label matching. In the ABS model (b), circles represent the same
nodes as in the SOS model, shaded arrows method invocations, solid arrows mutual
access to the synchronization channel and dotted arrows barrier synchronizations.

synchronization is a label matching problem such that an invalidation request
for a cache line succeeds when the cache line has been invalidated in all other
caches. Somewhat simpliﬁed, this problem corresponds to the SOS rules in Fig. 2,
in which n objects synchronize on a broadcast from P to Qi (where 0 < i  n)
and both sender and receivers have local synchronization conditions denoted
conditions1 and conditions2, respectively.
The synchronization problem corresponding to these SOS rules can be illustrated by the state machine in Fig. 3a. However, in the input-enabled ABS system, we need to ensure that only one object can send on the synchronization
channel at any time, using a lock such as the one in Fig. 1. Then, a physical synchronization channel forwards the synchronization event to all receiving objects.
To receive the synchronization event, all readers need to make a transition simultaneously, Hence, the implementation needs to introduce a start barrier. The bus
can only return the success to the sender of the communication event once all
receivers have completed their transition. This corresponds to an end barrier
synchronizing on the success of the transitions of all receivers, after which the
send-method can return and the synchronization channel can be unlocked. The
corresponding synchronization code in ABS is illustrated in Fig. 3b.
The correctness of the decentralized active object implementation of the SOS
model can then be addressed by a simulation relation between the ABS code and
the transitions of the SOS model. This approach is based on the notion of stable
points in the execution of ABS programs [5], at which an object requires external
input to make progress (either an event or a scheduling decision). The semantics of
ABS then allows us to prove that executions are globally confluent at the granularity of stable points [5,6]. Consequently, it is suﬃcient to reason about one object
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at a time between stable points in the program execution. These stable points are
syntactically deﬁned on the ABS code, and the abstraction relation between the
ABS code and the SOS model need only to hold at the stable points. Thus, we can
reason about the transitions between stable points in the ABS code and the corresponding transitions in the SOS model. Furthermore, if the scheduling at stable
points is deterministic in the ABS model, two transitions can be merged, further
reducing the number of cases that need to be considered [5].

4

Related Work

There is in general a signiﬁcant gap between a formal model and its implementation [9]. SOS [1] succinctly formalizes operational models and are well-suited
for proofs, but direct implementations of SOS quickly lead to very ineﬃcient
implementations. Executable semantic frameworks such as Redex [10], rewriting logic [11], and K [12] reduce this gap, and oﬀer executable formal models of
complex languages like C and Java. The relationship between SOS and rewriting
logic semantics has been studied [13] without proposing a general solution for
label matching. Bijo et al. implemented their SOS multicore memory model [14]
in Maude [15] using an orchestrator for label matching, but do not provide a
correctness proof wrt. the SOS model. Diﬀerent semantic styles can be modelled
and related inside one framework; for example, the correctness of distributed
implementations of KLAIM systems in terms of simulation relations have been
studied in rewriting logic [16]. Compared to these works on semantics, our focus
here is on implementing an SOS model in a distributed active object setting in
a way which allows formal proofs of correctness for this implementation.
Correctness-preserving compilation is related to correctness proofs for implementations, and ensures that low-level representations of a program preserve the
properties of the high-level model. Examples here include type-preserving translations into typed assembly languages [17] and formally veriﬁed compilers [18];
the latter proves the semantic preservation of a compiler from C to assembler
code, but leaves shared-variable concurrency for future work. In contrast to work
which studies compilation from one language to another, our work focuses on a
speciﬁc model and its implementation and speciﬁcally targets parallel systems.

5

Conclusion

We have outlined a methodology for the decentralized implementation of SOS
models, targeting the active object language ABS. A challenge for this methodology is to correctly implement the synchronization patterns of the SOS rules,
which may cross encapsulation borders in the active objects, and in particular
label synchronization on parallel transitions steps. To address this problem, we
exploit that ABS allows for a globally conﬂuent coarse-grained semantics.
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